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Voiced-Voiceless Distinction in Alveolar Plosive Consonants
This finding suggests the possibility that
Abstract. Four chinchillas were trained to respond dgerently to / t / and / d l conthe ordered aggregations of intramembranous particles observed in luminal sonant-vowel syllables produced b y four talkers in three vowel contexts. This training
membrane of granular cells after vasopres- generalized to novel instances, including synthetically produced Ida/ and / t a / (voice-onsin stimulation might represent sites for set times o f 0 and +80 millisecond.^, respectively). In a second experiment, synthetic stimvasopressin-induced osmotic water flow. uli with voice-onset times between 0 and +80 milliseconds were presented for identijicaIndeed, Pinto daSilva ( I I ) has shown tion. The form o f the labeling functions and the "phonetic boundaries" for chinchillas
that intramembranous particles of red cell and English-speaking adults were similar.
membranes may provide preferential
Neither speech analysis nor speech syn- those produced in new vowel contexts, and
structural pathways for water passage.
However, since vasopressin is known to en- thesis techniques have led to a successful computer-synthesized /ta/ and /da/ sylhance the movement of Na', urea, and account of our perception of speech sounds lables. In experiment 2, we presented synother solutes across the toad bladder (12), in terms of invariant acoustic properties thetic stimuli that varied systematically
it should not be concluded that the rate of (I). For this reason and others ( I ) , current from / d a / t o / t a / t o the animals trained
osmotic water flow is necessarily a specific theorists have hypothesized that a t least on natural speech, to animals not trained
function of particle aggregation frequency. some classes of speech sounds are recog- on natural speech, and to English-speaking
Clearly, additional study is necessary to es- nized by "special processing" (2, 3). Spec- adults for identification. T h e labeling functablish the functional significance of vaso- ulation as to the nature of this special-to- tions and the "phonetic boundaries" were
pressin-induced intramembranous particle speech processing varies: some believe that similar for all animal and human subjects.
T h e voicing feature, which distinguishes
aggregation. This report indicates that the it involves "phonetic feature detectors"
distribution of intramembranous particles that presumably respond to rather com- voiced (/bdg/) from voiceless (/ptk/) ploof granular cell luminal membranes is al- plicated and abstract characteristics of the sives in English, is appropriate for investitered in vasopressin-stimulated toad blad- acoustic signal (4); others have espoused a gations of speech perception by animals
der and suggests that this alteration may "motor theory" of speech perception (2, since this distinction has been examined in
underlie vasopressin-induced changes in 3), which suggests that one's tacit knowl- cross-language studies of adults (6, 7) and
edge of the acoustic results of articulatory infants (8, 9). T h e acoustic properties that
transport function.
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(/ba-pa/), alveolars (Ida-ta/), and velars
(/ga-ka/) are approximately +22, +35,
and +41 msec, respectively (7, 10). Many
languages divide the VOT continuum a s
we d o in English (6), but in some languages, the division between voiced and
voiceless categories occurs elsewhere. For
example, in languages such as Kikuyu (6,
9), prevoiced plosives constitute the voiced
category and unaspirated plosives constitute the voiceless category (aspirated plosives do not occur). However, infants 1 to 4
months old discriminate synthetic stimuli
that fall on different sides of the English
/b-p/ phonetic boundary (VOT of +22
msec) whether they are reared in an English-speaking environment where this
boundary is phonemically relevant ( 8 )or in

a Kikuyu-speaking environment where it is
not (9). These facts lend themselves to a t
least two interpretations: either young infants demonstrate this perceptual boundary because their "speech processor" responds to its potential phonemic relevance
or because the boundary is a natural psychophysical one that could be demonstrated by a nonhuman as well. While our
results d o not rule out the first interpretation, they are consistent with the second.
In experiment 1, the CV syllables used
during discrimination training (/ti, ta, tu,
di, da, du/), were recorded twice by each of
four talkers (two male and two female),
and dubbed onto a disk pack for use in a
digital recorder (11). The VOT measure-

ments ranged from +40 to + 128 msec for
/t/ syllables and --200to +28 msec for /d/
syllables.
The anirnals were tested in a doublegrille cage suspended below a loudspeaker
in a sound-treated booth (5, 12). Four chinchillas were deprived of water and trained
to lick a drinking tube mounted a t one end
of the cage for their daily ration of water.
Every third lick on the tube produced a
drop of water. T h e animals were maintained a t approximately 90 percent of their
original weights. It had been demonstrated
(12) that an ongoing activity, such as
drinking, reduced the number of false
alarms and intratrial avoidance responses
during discrimination training.
For two animals, / t / was the positive
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Fig. 1. Conditions and major results of experiment 1. These results demonstrate that the chinch~llacan be tralned to discriminate / t / from / d / in absolute-initial, prevocalic, stressed posirion in spite of irrelevant changes in the sounds due t o levcl, talker, and vowel (panels 1 to 8). Furthermore, such
training generalizes to new talkers, new vowels, and synthetic stinluli (panels 9 to 11).
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stimulus and /d/ was the negative stimulus; for the other two animals, these roles
were reversed. On positive trials, the animal was trained to flee the drinking tube
and cross the midline barrier to avoid
shock. When the animal crossed the barrier, lights positioned a t the barrier ends
were lit briefly and the stimulus was terminated. Failure to cross the barrier within
the 2.5-second trial interval resulted in simultaneous presentation of buzzer and
shock until the crossing response was
made. On negative trials, no consequences
were delivered during the 2.5-second trial
interval. If the animal correctly refrained
from crossing, the water valve opened,
making "free" water available for I second, and lights above the drinking tube
were lit.
T h e animals were given 24 trials daily
over a 7-month period. Each trial consisted
of two presentations. separated by 500
msec, of the C V syllable. T h e time between
trials was varied from 10 to 30 seconds,
and the sound levels of the syllables were
varied from trial to trial [52 to 66 db,
sound pressure level (SPL)]. A masking
noise (speech-shaped, 12 d b S P L ) was continuously presented in the test booth.
T h e experiment began with a single /tu/
and /du/ syllable; when this task was mastered, variation in the form of tokens (second repetition by the same talker), talkers
(identical phonetic token by different talkers), and vowels (different vowel contexts
by a single talker) were singly introduced
(13). The criteria for progressing from one
condition to the next were that the group's
percentage correct remain 2 90 percent
for two consecutive days and that during
this time no single animal's performance
was less than 80 percent correct. Failure to
make the crossing response on a positive
trial and making the crossing response on
a negative trial were both scored as errors.
T h e group's percentage correct is displayed and the conditions of the experiment are described in Fig. I. T h e only major problem the animals had with the task
was mastering the /t-d/ distinction in new
vowel contexts; however, after training on
individual vowels, beginning with /ta/ and
I d a / , adding /ti/ and /di/, and finally /tu/
and /du/, the task was mastered. T h e successive addition of stimuli produced by
talkers 2, 3, and 4 presented no problems
(14).
There were three tests for generalization. T h e stimuli for talker generalization were the tokens /ti, ta, tu, di, da,
du/ produced by four new talkers (two
male and two female). T h e stimuli for vowel generalization were the tokens /te, t x ,
to. de, d z , d o / produced by the same four
new talkers. During synthetic generalization, I d a / (VOT, 0 msec) and /ta/
3 OCTOBER 1975

Ch,nch,llo 33.5 msec
Hbrnor
35.2 msec
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Fig. 2. Mean percentage of /d/ responses by
chinchilla and human subjects to synthetic
speech sounds constructed to approximate /la/
and /da/. The animals were trained (that is, given appropriate feedback) on the two "endpoint"
stimuli, VOT's of 0 and +80 msec; for all other
stimuli (VOT's from + I 0 to +70 msec in 10msec steps). feedback was arranged to indicate a
correct response to the animal. T h e labeling gradients and "phonetic boundaries" for human
and chinchilla subjects are similar.

(VOT, +80 msec) stimuli were taken from
the alveolar VOT continuum created by
Lisker and Abramson (7).
O n half of the trials during generalization tests, the stimuli presented were
those already mastered by the animals. On
the other half of the trials, generalization
stimuli were randomly presented. In this
way, performance on familiar stimuli
served as a control for performance on
novel stimuli. When control stimuli were
presented, all feedback previously in effect
was maintained. When generalization
stimuli were presented, neither shock nor
the buzzer were used, and all other feedback was arranged to indicate a correct response, no matter what the animal did.
T h a t is, on all generalization trials, barrier
crossings during the 2.5-second trial interval resulted in lighting of barrier lights,
and inhibition of the crossing response during the trial interval resulted in availability
of "free" water. This procedure tests the
animal's ability to correctly classify novel
instances from a category without being
"taught"; any change in the animal's performance is attributable to experience
alone.
Performance on the control stimuli (Fig.
1, panels 9 to 1 I, closed circles) remained
fairly steady throughout generalization
sessions, and all generalization stirnuli
(open circles) were eventually classified a s
accurately a s their controls. In fact, the
continued addition of novel instances of
/t/ and /d/ produced increasingly fewer
errors during initual sessions (this can be
seen by comparing the first open circles in
panels 9, 10, and 1 I).
In experiment 2, two of the four animals
in experiment 1 (one for whom / t / was
positive and one for whom /d/ was positive) and two new animals were trained on

the "endpoints" of the synthetic continuum (VOT, 0 msec, /d/; VOT, + 8 0 msec,
/ t / ) until the performance of each animal
was consistently greater than 96 percent
correct. During the next ten sessions, these
endpoint stimuli were presented in half the
trials and the stimuli between them (VOT,
+ l 0 to +70 msec, in 10-msec steps) were
randomly presented in the other half. During endpoint trials, all feedback was maintained, but when all other stimuli were
presented, feedback was arranged to indicate a correct response. Four Englishspeaking adults identified the same stimuli
a s / d a / or / t a / . T h e mean percentage of
"d" responses to each synthetic stimulus
by human and chinchilla subjects is displayed in Fig. 2. T h e stimuli were labeled
an equal number of times by both groups
of subjects. T h e two curves, both of which
were generated by a least-squares method,
are similar both in general form and
in the location of the phonetic boundaries; for English-speaking adults and
chinchillas the boundaries a r e 35.2 and
33.5 msec, respectively. Furthermore,
training on natural speech was not a necessary condition for placement of the boundary; the mean phonetic boundaries for the
two animals originally trained on natural
speech and the two that were trained only
on the synthetic endpoints were 33.7 msec
and 33.1 msec, respectively.
T o examine the generality of the correspondence between the labeling functions
of our animal and human subjects, we tested two of the four animals and the same
four adults with the Lisker-Abramson labial and velar VOT series (7). The procedure was exactly the same; synthetic stimuli with VOT's of 0 and +80 msec were endpoints for which feedback was in effect
while all other stimuli were presented a s
generalization stimuli. T h e similarity in
the form of the labeling gradients and in
the location of the boundaries demonstrated for the alveolar stimuli was again
found for the labial and velar stimuli. T h e
boundaries were about +25, +34, and +42
msec for the labial, alveolar, and velar
stimuli, respectively, with standard errors
of 1.75 msec: these values a r e in good
agreement with those of Lisker and
Abramson (7).
These experiments simply demonstrate
that the voiced-voiceless distinction of plosive consonants in initial position, whether
in natural speech where the critical features must be abstracted from many others, or in synthetic speech where only the
critical features are varied, can be made by
a mammal without phonetic mediating devices. While these findings d o not rule out
the possibility that human listeners process
these speech sounds in a highly specialized
way, they d o demonstrate that uniquely
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Ventricular Obstruction: Effect on Drinking Induced by
Intracranial Injection of Angiotensin
Abstract. Lesions oj'the .rub,fornical orgun ( S F 0 1 severe1,i atterzuared drinking inrliic,ed
hy injections 0.f angiotensin II into the laleral ventricles. hut a,fcw du!:r ( 4 to 14) later a
recovery oj'rhe drinking response is observed. A possible e.xplunationfor this is tfzar other
dipsogenic sites are invoived which are beyond the interventricular foranier~ arid rhar
S F 0 1e.rions produce an obstruction b j edema or debris at the fijrurrzen which hlocX r access qf c~erebrospinaljuidborne angiotensin to thore sites. This hypothesis i.5 supported
by tracer studii~s(and b-y direct injection into the third ventricle of'SFO-lesiorird anirnals.
Other studirs reported implicate the anterovrntral third ventricle a.r a likelv .\it(. fi~rangiotensin receptors.
Angiotensin has been shown to induce
drinking when administered systemically
or intracranially (I), but its site, or sites,
and the mechanism of action remain in
question. Early studies of intracranial
mapping implicated a diffuse number of
tissue sites (2). However, a more recent
study indicates such data need reevaluation, since mapping with low doses of angiotensin revealed that the critical aspect
of the intracranial injection was that the
peptide must gain access to the brain ventricular system (3). Other evidence supporting ventricular involvement includes

the finding that the ventricles and periventricular tissue, but not other brain regions, show a rapid accumulation of radioactivity after systemic injection of labeled
angiotensin (4). These results suggest that
peripheral angiotens~ngains access to periventricular sites which are important central nervous structures for the dipsogenic
response to angiotensin.
Recently Simpson and Routtenberg (5)
have suggested that, in the rat, the subfomical organ (SFO) contains the exclusive receptors for angiotensin-induced
drinking. T h e S F 0 is one of several highly

vascularized structures which lies outside
the blood-brain barrier, and it protrudes
into the anterior dorsal third ventricle adjacent to the interventricular foramen (6).
Simpson and Routtenberg observed a cessation of drinking in response to angiotensin injections in the basal telencephalon after lesions of the S F O . In two different lahoratories, one a t the University of Iowa
and one a t the University of Pittsburgh, we
have independently investigated the role of
the S F 0 in the mediation of drinking behavior (7);our data do not support the conclusion (5) that S F 0 is the exclusive receptor site for the dipsosenic action of angiotensin.
Both of our groups found independently
that S F 0 lesions blocked drinking to lateral ventricle (LV) injections of angiotensin
I1 on the first test after the lesion, but with
subsequent tests (4 to 14 days later). a recovery of elicited drinking behavior was
regularly observed. Adult male rats were
implanted with 23-gauge guide cannulae to
ensure delivery of angiotensin to the L.V
(3) and were screened to establish the
drinking response to the hormone after injection through a 30-gauge inner cannula.
Then lesions aimed ar S F 0 were made and
animals were again tested for response to
angiotensin in two tests after the lesion ( 8 ) .
In the Pittsburgh experiments both water
and a 1.8 percent solution of NaCl were
available (9), and tests were carried out
during the dark phase of the 24-hour cycle.
In the Iowa experiments. only a bottle of
water was available and testing was done
during the light phase.
Of 55 rats that passed the screening test
and were lesioned, 22 showed severe deficits in drinking in response to angiotensin
on the first test after the lesion (see Table
1; Pittsburgh study. N = 12; Iowa study,
!V = 10). However, on the second test after
the lesion anirnals showed a significant recovery of drinking behavior in response to
angiotensin (Pittsburgh study, P < .O5;
Iowa study, P <: .01). Most of the anirnals
with drinking deficits on the first test after
the lesion sustained extensive S F 0 damage
(19 of 22 had 70 to 100 percent destruction). It is not l i k e l that recovery or enhancement of function of residual S F 0 tissue could explain recovery of the drinking
response to angiotensin since recovery was
noted in animals with complete as well as
partial lesions. Furthermore, each laboratory identified one or more animals (a total
of four) that failed to show any deficit in
angiotensin-induced drinking after 70 to
100 percent destruction of S F 0 (10).
T h e Pittsburgh group initiated research
for brain sites from which the dipsogenic
response to angiotensin did not vary as a
function of S F 0 lesions. Pilot work inSCIPNCE. V O L 190
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